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School of Fine Art at FAD International

Contemporary, interdisciplinary & exploratory, the School of Fine Art at FAD International allows individuals to explore specializations in sculpting, graphic arts, mixed media, photography and film as their media of fine art expression. The school offers International One year Foundation in Art & Design, a One year Diploma in Fine Art and a three years Bachelors Programme in Fine Art with opportunities of term transfers and progression to some of the worlds top art schools.

FAD International is proud of its interdisciplinary practice, and we at the School of Fine Art often play the bridge between the departments of Fashion, Photography, Media and design in many of its projects. From the onset the students at the School of Fine Art are exposed to interdisciplinary practice by being engaged in projects designed to provide the opportunity to push boundaries of knowledge and to think laterally across disciplines.

By working hand in hand with peers and mentors from supporting departments and adapting their research, concepts and technical skills in fine art into other fields; it has always stirred new interests in the students and has translated into some phenomenal works. The school encourages self-exploration and independent research. Every project is evolved through the practice of systematic methodology of researching, responding and recording of a given subject.

PG Fine Art with specialisation in Painting | Sculpting | Photography | Mixed Media | Graphic Art

Qualification Honored

PG Diploma in Fine Art by CCL London

Entry Requirements

Graduates in Fine Art, Graphics, Photography or relevant qualifications. Students will need a competitive portfolio for an application.

Course Structure

The PG in Fine Arts is taught through a mix of studio based & research initiated learning with higher emphasis on individual student development. Students have an opportunity to choose one or more areas of specialisation and often work towards self initiated project briefs mentored by tutors and professionals. Higher emphasis is laid on contemporary art practices, research and professional practice allowing individuals to develop their art identity & a signature style towards their work. Students benefit through the interdisciplinary nature of the school of fine art and often work with students from other courses. Through the year, students visit several art exhibits across the country and have an optional opportunity to be part of the Europe Tour, which allows them to visit some of the finest art destinations across Europe for inspirations, contextual studies and art history. Each student is provided with an individual mentor and further an opportunity for a residency with an artists of a professional to gain further experience. Students are further encouraged to present several exhibitions through the year and further develop a strong portfolio for progression to further education or professional practice.

Specialisations in PG

Painting | Sculpting | Mixed Media | Graphics Arts | Photography

Career Progression

Students can either progress to work independently in the industry or continue onto further higher education. Students are assisted with internships, residency projects with artists and professionals after the course completion.

Exhibitions & Residency

Students are supported with processional exhibits at art galleries both during and after the course, which also forms part of the curriculum. Students also undertake residency with artists as part of the final term project.

We at the School of Fine Art aspire to nurture a new breed of creative minds whose outlook is extensive and contemporary, whose energy is infectious and whose vision is far beyond their time.
Bachelors in Fine Arts
Validated by EDEXCEL, UK, Option of Final Yr in UK

**Qualification**
Bachelors Programme in Fine Arts by CCL London
HND by Edexcel UK

**Entry Requirements**
12th Pass Outs from any stream or equivalent International qualifications.

**Course Description**
Bachelor’s Programme in Fine Arts allows students to progress from a foundation to a Professional level in various stages with a mix of guided and studio based self learning approach.

**Year One**
In Year One students undergo Foundation in Art & Design to develop creative thinking and understand the design development process. Students are also introduced to Global Art Studies and fundamental modules in Art & Design. At the end of the year students are able to creatively translate their inspirations from 2D to a final 3D product.
- Visual Communication
- Ideas Generation & Development
- Contextual and Cultural Studies
- Fine Art Painting
- Fine Art Printmaking
- Fine Art Sculpture
- Fine Art Ceramics
- Drawing Techniques and Processes in Art and Design

**Year Two**
In Year Two students develop both creative and technical skills in Art and investigate the wider social, political and economic impact on Art and application of art work towards making a collection of the impression & reflection at the end of the year.
- Professional Practice in Art
- Project Design & Implementation
- Digital Image Creation
- Management of Art Exhibitions
- Development of a Fine Art Identity
- Professional Development
- Communication with Images
- Studio Practice in Photography
- Research Project

**Year Three**
In Year Three students work towards a self proposed project combining all the skills acquired during the first two years. Students also have an option to finish the final year in India or in the UK. The third year allows the student to focus on a specialization ranging in painting, sculpting, mixed media, graphics, photography, digital fine art, art curating to self proposed disciplines based on the learning in first two years. Further students work towards developing a personal identity in Fine Art and a professional focus towards their works. Students will also get an opportunity to undergo an internship or residency with artists and further display their work through the FAD Art Gallery through the year.

**Career Progression**
On successful completion students can progress on careers with specializations in:
- Painting
- Sculpting
- Art Direction
- Graphic Design
- Creative Advertising
- Animation
- Set Design
- Creative Direction
- Art Curator
- Photography
- Creative Direction for Film

**Academic Progression**
On successful completion of the International Bachelor’s Programme individuals can progress onto Masters Degrees at some of the world’s leading Art Universities, some of which visit FAD International annually. Further, the first two years are validated by EDEXCEL UK, [ A qualification awarding and validation body in UK approved by authorities in UK and accepted worldwide ], thus allowing students to be able to progress onto Final Year of a Degree at a UK University.
One Year Programme in Fine Art

Qualification Honored
One Year International Programme in Fine Arts

Entry Requirements
A Levels / 12th Pass Outs or those having completed a Foundation in Art & Design OR those having a certain level of portfolio in art & design. Students having passed 10th can be accepted through a personal interview. This course is also ideal for individuals pursuing alternate professions and qualifications.

Course Structure
Fine Art is the art created for purely aesthetic expression, communication, or contemplation. The range of courses at various levels at FAD allows students to express their individual thought process & skills through guided learning. The course also looks at contemporary issues in fine art and allows students to learn through research and studio based activities. Students develop their individual style throughout the course with assignments and workshops. The course further allows students to specialize in various art forms such as painting, sculpting, digital art, graphic design in, mixed media, photography and film studies in the final term thus enabling to develop a strong portfolio of creative works.

Career Progression
Students can either progress to work independently in the industry or continue onto further higher education. Students are assisted with internships, residency projects with artists and professionals after the course completion.

School of Fine Arts is supported by World’s Leading Creative Universities for progression, term transfers, study abroad, twinning programmes, faculty and student exchange & academic and professional development.

For further details on applications, prospectus & campus visit, kindly contact

T : +91 20 3254 8008 | 6401 8008
M : +91 9970158726

FAD International Campus
Plot 3 & 4, Ahead of Westin Hotel,
Mundhwa Road, Koregaon Park Ext.
Pune 411001 Maharashtra India

E : fad@fadacademy.com
W : www.fadacademy.com

Follow student works and events on
www.fadgallery.com
www.facebook.com/fadinternational
FAD TV : www.youtube.com/fadinternational